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 requires, some extra ,
Is a , because of  or ,
Two other  were suggested, why  are ,

, and because of .

Generally  on , is ,
But was this a , or was it set aside .

          
          

          
, to be ,

 s’           
          

We need , for something that is a ,
 is , according to one opinion,

 or , a  what is the ,
What is the size of , that will require .

,  declared,
,  that was prepared,

Although  is , what we’re not sure about,
Is it only , but not  for a doubt.

, one can’t move a ladder,
Once the reason is , in a  does it matter,

, so  are ,
Is this  by , or is it by .
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 and , the  is persistent,
, are their opinions consistent,

By  and , a pestle to move,
A hide to trample, and a window shutter to remove.

 of doves, or a specific count,
If he instead found white, or a different amount,
Is it , are there two nests with one on top,
Are the birds  and , are they tied and can hop.

How much designation is required, to make something ,
Just to speak out or must you be , to remove it from ,

          
Is it a , or  that it is .

, store shutters may not be displaced,
,  even allowed them to be replaced,

,  decides,
Can’t handle the skins, to trample on the hides.

A , a  or a ,  say ,
,  are we ,

 permits , since regular meat is  for the ,
Although it is ,  don’t agree with .

What is the type of  that is needed, when using a vessel,
When pounding on , with a , a pestle,
While  assur , in  food preparation,

 even allow,  separation.
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2No extra burden on , can you only send prepared dishes,
Or can one send all types of food, whatever he wishes,

 say , and guess who are their opponents,
Not only finished food can be sent, but even their components.

, and with cooking we are dealin’
The details and , of the ,

, but ,
An  must be a , and a .

A  if only , or do you need two dishes,
All agree one can use fish, stuffed with eggs if he wishes,

 and  using only one , was an issue of contention,
 was discussed, along with the need for  - intention.

No  on , a concern he may carry,
Not even on  a ,  he may tarry,
A third problem may be , now we are really rockin’,
And the most obvious concern of all, .

 allow  on , but to  they are not cavin’,
A  if on ,  are ,
Can one perform  on , and be ,

          

Be careful on , a  not to invite,
, a  that he might,

Can one warm water on , for his feet or his ,
Is it  to do, .
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, the  keep comin’,
          

          
Because  are , the  we are not .

, the  stated,
From wood or stone, fire cannot be created,
To rectify  on , is a  if he proceeded,
Is Shabbos , even if it’s processing has not been completed.

 are not to be lowered, ,
So too , ,
On  these are , was the ’s assertion,
All because of , excessive exertion.

If on  it is a , on  it has the same stance,
Not to climb or to ride, not to clap or to dance,
No court case or , even though we call it a ,

          

          
          

,  in a  situation,
, only food preparation.

The distance for a , and for other essentials,
Various cases of , for  - utensils,

,  of the sender,
,  of the lender.
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 is , in these three situations,
, to keep warm for  in insulation,

, for  there may be ,
, because of  in his opinion.

 is , but the situation may worsen,
If it is not , a pleasure for the average person,
Is  permitted, if the enjoyment is intense,
Perfuming a garment, or by burning incense.

No catching fish from a pond, or feeding the fish,
But one may capture an animal, to make himself a dish,
Is it , not much more to do,
Is , is the feeding upon you.

,  is the ,
Can you  the  if , the  was ,

, can’t be moved in any way,
Is ,  for the entire day.

 according to all, are  if they died,
, to weigh, measure, or divide,

Schleping or transporting, too much of an ,
, and .  

Bringing , on  one could,
, one can gather wood,

Not with a saw or an ax, or a sickle can one chop,
Only with a cleaver, on another , a “chap”.
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Borrowed ingredients, mixture in a dough,
, how far can they go,

          
, the  is clear.

          
          

          
For the  of each day, .

Almost every  in , is a point of contention,
, too many to mention,

On , the  offers a unique explanation,
There are a specific number of battles, predetermined for each year of creation.

A  with so many , from start to finish,
Causes other wars in the world, and disagreements to diminish,
With more , the battles in the fields will cease,

,  with peace!
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